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Abstract. Deformed halo is one of the most notable exotic nuclear structures.
The deformed relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov theory in continuum (DRHBc)
has been developed and achieved self-consistent descriptions of deformed halo
nuclei by including deformation and continuum effects. The DRHBc theory has
been used to study the ground states of deformed halo nuclei and predict an
interesting phenomenon, the shape decoupling between the core and the halo.
In this contribution, the implementation of the angular momentum projection
technique based on the DRHBc theory and its application in rotationally excited
deformed halo nuclei are briefly presented. It has been shown that the halo
structures and shape decoupling effects also exist in the low-lying rotational
states of deformed halo nuclei.

1 Introduction

With the development of rare-ion-beam facilities worldwide, many exotic nu-
clear phenomena have been observed in nuclei far from the β-stability line, such
as cluster structures, neutron halos and proton halos, neutron skins, and the ap-
pearance of new magic numbers [1,2,4–7]. The study of exotic nuclear phenom-
ena including nuclear halos is currently at the forefront of nuclear physics. The
first observed halo nucleus is 11Li in 1985 [8]. In recent years, the neutron halos
in 31Ne [9], 37Mg [10], 17,19B [11,12] and 29F [13] have been confirmed exper-
imentally. The nuclear halos are characterized by weak binding and large spatial
extension due to the occupation of low-l (s- or p-wave) orbitals by valence nu-
cleon(s) [1, 4, 14]. Due to the long-range quantum correlations, a weakly bound
nucleus with halo can be deformed and 31Ne [9] and 37Mg [10] are representa-
tive examples. The shapes of a nucleus can be directly connected to collective
motion featured by typical excitation spectra. Thus it is interesting and mean-
ingful to study the excitation of deformed halo nuclei.

In 2010, self-consistent descriptions for the ground states of deformed halo
nuclei have been achieved by using the deformed relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov
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theory in continuum (DRHBc) [15]. With this theory, 42,44Mg are predicted
as deformed halo nuclei with shape decoupling effects: The core has a prolate
shape while the halo is slightly oblate [15,16]. Afterwards, many deformed halo
nuclei including 15,22C [17, 18] and 17,19B [11, 19], have been studied by us-
ing the DRHBc theory and the theoretical results are reasonably consistent with
available measurements. The DRHBc theory is also used to construct nuclear
mass table [20–22] and many interesting nuclear structures have been studied
based on the global DRHBc calculations [23–32]. Additionally, the predictions
of deformed halos have also been made by using non-relativistic density func-
tional theories [33, 34].

Within the nuclear density functional theory, the self-consistent descriptions
of low-lying excited states can be achieved by developing beyond-mean-field
(BMF) approaches, such as the angular momentum projection (AMP) and gen-
erator coordinate method (GCM) [35, 36]. Such BMF calculations have been
well established based on non-relativistic or relativistic mean-field models by ex-
panding the wave function in analytical harmonic oscillator (HO) bases [37,38],
which, however, do not provide a proper description of the asymptotic behavior
of wave functions for weakly bound nuclei. It has been shown in Ref. [39] that
the Woods-Saxon (WS) basis is suitable for weakly bound nuclei. The projected
wave function can be expanded in terms of the Dirac WS basis [39] such that
BMF calculations can be applied to deformed halo nuclei. Along this line, the
AMP has been implemented to the DRHBc theory to study rotational excitations
of deformed halo nuclei [40, 41].

In this contribution, the implementation of AMP based on the DRHBc theory
will be introduced and its application in deformed halo nuclei and the typical
behavior of shape decoupling effects in rotational states will be presented.

2 Theoretical Framework

The starting point of relativistic mean-field theory is a Lagrangian density where
nucleons are described as Dirac spinors which interact via exchange of effective
mesons (σ, ω, and ρ) and the photon

L = ψ̄(i∂/−M)ψ +
1

2
∂µσ∂

µσ − U(σ)− gσψ̄σψ

− 1

4
ΩµνΩµν +

1

2
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ωωµω

µ − gωψ̄ω/ψ

− 1

4
~Rµν ~R

µν +
1

2
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µ − gρψ̄~ρ/ · ~τψ
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4
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µν − eψ̄ 1− τ3
2

A/ψ, (1)

where M is the nucleon mass and mσ , mω , mρ, gσ , gω , and gρ are masses and
coupling constants of the respective mesons. U is the nonlinear self-coupling
for the scalar meson.
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The detailed formulae for the DRHBc theory can be found in Refs. [15,
16]. Here we give briefly the main ones for convenience of discussions. The
relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov (RHB) equation for nucleons reads,(

hD − λτ ∆
−∆∗ −h∗D + λτ

)(
Uk
Vk

)
= Ek

(
Uk
Vk

)
, (2)

which is solved in a Dirac WS basis [39]. Ek is the quasi particle energy, λτ
(τ = n,p) is the chemical potential, and Uk and Vk are quasi particle wave
functions. hD is the Dirac Hamiltonian

hD = α · p+ V (r) + β[M + S(r)], (3)

where S(r) and V (r) are scalar and vector potentials. The pairing potential
reads

∆(r1, r2) = V pp(r1, r2)κ(r1, r2), (4)

where we use a density dependent zero-range force in the particle-particle chan-
nel,

V pp(r1, r2) =
1

2
V0(1− Pσ)δ(r1, r2)

(
1− ρ(r1)

ρsat

)
, (5)

and κ(r1, r2) is the pairing tensor [42].
For axially deformed nuclei with spatial reflection symmetry, we expand

densities and potentials in terms of Legendre polynomials,

f(r) =
∑
λ

fλ(r)Pλ(cos θ), λ = 0, 2, 4, · · · , (6)

with

fλ(r) =
2λ+ 1

4π

∫
dΩf(r)Pλ(cos θ). (7)

A low-lying rotational state |JM〉 with the angular momentum J and its
projection M along the z axis in laboratory frame can be constructed by per-
forming the AMP on the intrinsic wave function |Φ(β2)〉 obtained from DRHBc
calculations with a certain quadrupole deformation parameter β2

|ΨJM 〉 = fJ P̂ JM0|Φ(β2)〉, (8)

with a normalization factor fJ and projection operator P̂ JM0 written in terms of
an integral over the Euler angles [42]. The energy EJ and fJ can be obtained
by solving the Hill-Wheeler equation [42]. For axially symmetric nuclei the
solution is simplified as [43]

EJ =
〈Φ(β2)|ĤP̂ J00|Φ(β2)〉
〈Φ(β2)|P̂ J00|Φ(β2)〉

, fJ =
1√

〈Φ(β2)|P̂ J00|Φ(β2)〉
. (9)
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The DRHBc theory provides a self-consistent description of deformed halo
nucleus in the intrinsic frame without a priori decomposition of the core and
halo, which are determined by analyzing the structure of SPLs after getting the
ground state wave functions [15, 44]. According to the shapes of the core and
halo density distributions, shape decoupling effects of deformed halos have been
predicted in the MF level [15]. To examine how the core and halo behave in
rotational states, one can calculate the one-body density of an excited state in
coordinate space [45]

ρJ(r) =

〈
ΨJ

∣∣∣∣∣∑
i

δ(r − ri)

∣∣∣∣∣ΨJ

〉
, (10)

where the index i represents all occupied single particle sates of neutrons and
protons.

Deformed halos and shape decoupling effects are attributed to the intrinsic
structure of valence levels [15]. The configuration of the valence nucleon(s) is
obtained by calculating the probability amplitude of spherical components of
valence levels in the DRHBc+AMP approach. The Dirac WS basis [39] consists
of spherical basis states labelled by |nlj〉 with the radial quantum number n, the
orbital angular momentum l of the large component of the Dirac spinor, and the
total angular momentum j. For each excited state, the probability amplitude of
|nlj〉 is calculated as [46]

NJ
nlj =

〈Φ(β2)|N̂nljP̂ J00|Φ(β2)〉
〈Φ(β2)|P̂ J00|Φ(β2)〉

, (11)

where N̂nlj =
∑
m c
†
nljmcnjlm with m being the projection of total angular

momentum on the symmetry axis.

3 Results and Discussions

In DRHBc calculations with the density functional PC-PK1, neutron-rich Mg
isotopes 40Mg, 42Mg, and 44Mg are well deformed with β2 = 0.46, 0.38, and
0.31, respectively. The shell closure at N = 28 in Mg isotopes is quenched due
to deformation effects. Figure 1 shows the single-particle levels (SPLs) of 42Mg
in the ground state and near the neutron Fermi energy λn. Valence neutrons
partially occupy 1

2

− and 3
2

− levels, which are weakly bound or in continuum
and contain considerable p-wave components, leading to the formation of halo.
According to the structure of SPLs, the total density can be divided into the halo
part contributed from weakly bound valence nucleons and the core part from the
other tightly bound nucleons. In the first row of Figure 2, we show the densities
of the whole nucleus, all neutrons, neutron core, and neutron halo in the xz plane
from left to right for 42Mg. One can see that the core has a prolate shape while
the halo is slightly oblate, meaning that 42Mg is a deformed halo nucleus with
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Figure 1. Single neutron levels with the quantum numbers Ωπ around the chemical po-
tential (dotted line) in the canonical basis for 42Mg as a function of the occupation prob-
ability. The order i, Ωπ , and the main WS components for orbitals close to the threshold
are also given. The blue dashed line corresponds to the BCS-formula with an average
pairing gap. Taken from Ref. [16].

shape decoupling effects. Similar results can be obtained for 44Mg. More details
about the halo structure of 42,44Mg can be found in Refs. [15, 16].

After getting the mean-field ground state wave function, the excitation spec-
tra can be calculated by using AMP. In DRHBc+AMP calculations, the excita-

Figure 2. Densities for the whole nucleus, all neutrons, the neutron core, and neutron
halo of 42Mg in the MF ground state and projected 0+, 2+, and 4+ states (with M = 0).
Black dotted circles are given to guide the eye. Taken from Ref. [41].
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Figure 3. Excitation energies of collective states as a function of J(J+1) for 40,42,44Mg.
The calculated results are labelled by solid dots and the linear fitting of calculated spec-
trum of each nucleus is shown by solid lines. The experimental result of 40Mg taken from
Ref. [47] is shown for comparison. Taken from Ref. [41].

tion energy of the 2+ state of 40Mg is 0.54 MeV, which is well consistent with
the experimental value [47]. For halo nuclei 42Mg and 44Mg, there are no ex-
perimental spectra to date and the calculated values of E(2+) are all close to
1.40 MeV and much higher than that of 40Mg. A typical feature of a rotational
band is that the excitation energies hold a linear relation with J(J + 1), i.e.,
E(J+) = 〈Ĵ2〉/2J where J is the moment of inertia. We make a fit of the
calculated excitation energies to this linear relation. The calculated excitation
energies of 40,42,44Mg and fitted lines are displayed in Figure 3. The distinct
linear relation indicates that these three nuclei are all good rotors.

Taking 42Mg as an example to show how the deformed halo evolves in rota-
tional excitation, by using Eq. (10) the densities of projected states for the whole
nucleus, all neutrons, the core, and halo are calculated and presented from the
second row to the fourth row of Figure 2 for the 0+, 2+, and 4+ states, respec-
tively. We found that the neutron halo still exists in rotational excited states. All
of these densities in the 0+ state are spherical, meaning that there are no shape
decoupling effects as a consequence of the nature of spherical symmetry of this
state. In the 2+ and 4+ states, the core has prolate shapes while the halo is
slightly oblate, indicating the appearance of shape decoupling effects in the 2+

and 4+ states.
The halo structure and shape decoupling effects are determined by intrinsic

properties of valence levels [15–17]. To understand the halo configuration and
behavior of shape decoupling effects in collective states, we take 42Mg as an ex-
ample again and calculate probability amplitudes of main spherical components
in the neutron core and halo according to Eq. (11). The results are displayed in
Figure 4. The valence neutrons are still dominated by p-wave with a consider-
able amplitude, resulting in the halo structure in collective states. Probability
amplitudes of 2p1/2 and 1f5/2 in collective states almost keep unchanged com-
pared with those of the MF ground state, while the amplitudes for 2p3/2 and
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Figure 4. Probability amplitudes of p-, f -, and g-wave components contributed to the
halo and core of the MF ground state and each collective state for 42Mg. The probability
amplitude of ν2g9/2 is multiplied by 10. Taken from Ref. [41].

1f7/2 decrease slightly with the increase of J . The probability amplitudes of p-,
f -, and g-waves contributed to the neutron core also change slightly from the
MF ground state to collective states. As a conclusion, the configuration of each
low-lying rotational state of deformed halo nucleus is almost the same as that of
the MF ground state, i.e., the intrinsic structure of SPLs remains stable from the
ground state in the intrinsic frame to the low-lying rotational states. Therefore,
the halo natures persist from the ground state in the intrinsic frame to collective
states and shape decoupling effects appear in 2+ and 4+ states. As for 44Mg
with a 4n halo, similar conclusions on the halo structure and shape decoupling
effects can be obtained.

4 Conclusion

Based on the DRHBc theory which has been widely used to study ground state
properties of deformed halo nuclei, the AMP technique has been implemented
aiming at a self-consistent description of the rotational excitation of deformed
halo nuclei. Deformed halos in Mg isotopes 42,44Mg and their rotational prop-
erties are studied. By examining the density distributions and configurations of
the intrinsic ground state and projected states, we found that the configuration of
valence neutrons changes slightly from the MF ground state to collective states
such that the halo structure persists from the ground state in the intrinsic frame to
rotational states. As for shape decoupling effects of deformed halos, our study
demonstrates that this exotic structure does not appear in the 0+ state but ex-
ists in the 2+ and 4+ states. In future, other BMF corrections such as GCM
and particle number projection can be considered for a better description for the
excitation mode of deformed halo nuclei.
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